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Abstract. We present a strongly coupled gold nanoparticle arrays with planar defect struc-
tures and numerically investigate its the transmission properties We show that two kinds
of distinct resonant modes, the plasmonic resonant mode and the defect mode, appear in
the forbidden photonic band gap. It is found that the plasmonic resonant mode can be con-
trolled by introducing the planar defect, while the peak value and the width of the defect
mode depend strongly on the defect distance.
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1 Introduction

The optical properties of metallic nanoparticles and their arrays have been a subject of con-
tinuous attention [1, 2]. Along with the fast progress of modern lithographic technique [3],
the MNPs and their arrays have a wide variety of applications of nanoscale devices in chem-
istry [4], biology [5] and applied physics [6]. Some of the most important features of metallic
nanoparticles array are the existence of forbidden photonic band gaps and the strong en-
hancement of an incident field [7] at the plasmon resonance frequency on or near the particle
surface, when the light frequency matches the frequency of collective oscillations of the con-
duction electrons in the particle. The enhancement of an incident field at special frequency is
commonly explained by resonant excitation of surface Plasmon [7–10].

Surface plasmons have been intensively studied since a number of decades already. They
are surface charge density waves, with an associated electromagnetic field, propagating along
the interface between a dielectric and a metal. Surface plasmons can be categorized into two
types: localized plasmon resonances, in which incident light is absorbed or scattered by the
oscillating electric dipoles within a metal nanoparticle; and surface plasmon polaritons, which
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propagate along metal surfaces in a waveguide-like fashion until released at some distance
from their point of origin. The former are important for generating local field factors, which
enhance linear and nonlinear optical effects near the metal surface. Particle surface plasmons
can be excited in nanoparticles of free-electron like metals, such as Au and Ag, resonance
peaks are observed at particular frequencies. In particular, the resonant frequencies of the
particle plasmons depend mainly on their composition and shape [11–14].

Dielectric structure with various defects, for example, point and line defects [15–17],
can be utilized as optical functional devices, such as waveguides [18, 19], channel add/drop
filters [20, 21], and light emitting devices [21]. An advantage of both metallic and metallo-
dielectric structures versus pure dielectric structures is the possibility of opening wide pho-
tonic gaps with a small number of periods, thus leading to more compact geometries neces-
sary for applications [22]. Most studies have been emphasized on properties of line and point
defects. However, research for planar defects in 3D structures is seldom [23]. In our previous
work [24], we had investigated the basic optical properties of the metallic nanoparticle array
with different center to center distance between adjacent particles and different radius of the
particles. It is showed that the plasmon resonant modes appear in the photonic forbidden
band gap (PFB) and interparticle coupling plays a major role in the properties of the particle
plasmon. In this paper, we shall introduce the planar defects to the periodic nanoparticle
array, and study the basic properties of planar defects, such as the defect modes in the metal-
lic nanoparticles array. When we introduce the planar defects, the input beam is modulated
by the planar defects. So the planar defects can significantly affect the energies of plasmon
resonances of the metallic nanoparticle array.

2 Model and theory

The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method was used to simulate the filed propagation.
FDTD has been widely used as a fundamental tool in microwave engineering. Electromagnet-
ics is governed by the time-dependent Maxwell’s curl equations
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where E and H are electric and magnetic fields respectively, and ε(r), µ(r) and σ(r) are the
permittivity, permeability and electric conductivity of the material, respectively.

The dielectric constants of metals at optical frequencies are complex numbers because of
the absorption, and in most cases the real part of the dielectric constants are negative. The
frequency-dependent optical properties of the metallic nanoparticles array are approximated
by the Drude model, which defines the dispersive permittivity as
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In our simulation, the nanoparticles array consists of gold that is modeled with a bulk plasmon
frequency ωp=1.37×1016 rad/s, ε∞=1, and an electron relaxation time 1/γp=245 fs.

In this paper, we simulated the scattering spectra of the globose metallic nanoparticle ar-
ray, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1, by the FDTD method. The globose metallic nanoparti-
cles are arrayed in the air. Perfectly matched absorbing boundary conditions are applied at the
left and right surfaces of the computational space along z direction whereas periodic bound-
ary conditions are applied on other boundaries along x and y directions. By placing nine unit
cells of the periodic metallic nanoparticles in the computational space along z direction, we
can simulate the temporal transmission of incident wave that normally incidents on the metal-
lic nanoparticles array which extends infinitely in the x and y directions. The transmission
was directly obtained by comparing the transmitted signals with and without the structure.
Here, we first calculated the transmission spectrum of a nanoparticles array without defects.
In order to observe how the planar defect affects the particle plasmon resonance. Then we
compare the result to the transmission spectrum of the nanoparticles array with planar defect
that is constructed by removing a specified plane, moving a plane to the adjacent plane or
varying the radius of the particles in a specified plane. We simulated the structure with an
FDTD cube of size Lx×L y×Lz =900 nm×900 nm×9000 nm. In order to partition the FDTD
scheme onto a parallel grid, we divide the simulation cube into 100 slices along the x axis, y

axis and 1000 slices along the z axis. We excite the particles by an ultrashort, linearly polar-
ized pulse. The input light wave polarized along the y axis and irradiated the spheral metallic
nanoparticles array along the z direction in our work. The duration of the pulse needs be very
short, so this pulse can span the range of frequencies properly. In our work, the width of the
pulse’s spectral response is 4×1014 Hz that from 0.667×1014 Hz to 4.667×1014 Hz.

 Figure 1: Shemati of the globose metalli nanopartiles array, Periodi boundary onditions areimposed on the four surfaes along x and y diretion, while perfet mathed layers are imposed atthe left and right surfaes along z diretion. The input light wave polarized along the y diretionand propagated along the z diretion.
For the multi-particles system that is simulated in our work, the metallic particles period-

ically modulated the incident wave, so these are surface plasmons excited on the air-metal
interface. The surface plasmon can couple with the incident plane wave at the frequencies
that satisfy

~ksp=~k0sinθ0±p1~a1±p2~a2, (3)
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where ~ksp is the wave vector of the surface plasmon. ~k0 is the wave vector of the incident
light in free space, θ0 is the angle of incidence, ~a1 and ~a2 are the reciprocal lattice vectors of
the periodic metallic particle, and p1 and p2 are integers.

3 Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the transmission spectrum of the nanoparticle array without defects with the
particle radius r =180 nm. In this work, the distance between the particles d is consid-
ered to be 495 nm. One can identify a wide forbidden photonic band gap at the wavelength
range of 712 nm–1254 nm and some extra modes appear in the forbidden photonic band gap.
The main resonant modes locate at the wavelengths of 785 nm, 934 nm and 955nm respec-
tively. The collective excitation of the conduction electrons leads to a characteristic oscillation
frequency that is associated with what is called plasmon excitation. Plasmon resonances cor-
respond to peaks of the spectrum. Because of the electrons in metal particle are now driving
at a resonant frequency with relatively large oscillation amplitude, correspondingly a large
amount of energy is dissipated by the damping mechanism [25]. These resonant modes are
strongly related to the incident light polarization [25]. Due to the symmetry of the structure
that we study, the difference between x -polarized and y-polarized incidence is quite small.
So, there is no need to consider the incident light polarization.

To investigate whether the resonant modes result from the plasmon dipole resonances,

Figure 2: The transmission spetrum of the metalli nanopartiles array without defets.
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we draw the spatial images (not be shown in this paper) of the peaks instantaneous electric
field component Ez at resonant states that are shown in Fig. 2. There is a quadrupole field
distribution in the array of the nanoparticles. This indicates an alternating surface charge dis-
tribution in which each individual particle is polarized but electrically neutral. And it clearly
demonstrates the giant filed enhancement and localization in these nanoparticles arrays. The
enhanced electromagnetic fields due to particle plasmon resonances with oscillating electric
dipoles may radiate a substantial amount of energy to infinity in the form of scattering.

 Figure 3: The transmission spetra of the nanopartiles arrays as a funtion of wavelength fordi�erent radius of the entral partile (a) r=150 nm, (b) r=180 nm and () r=200 nm, respetively.
In this section, we discuss the effect of the radius of the central particle on the transmis-

sion spectrum of the nanoparticle array. Fig. 3 shows the transmission spectra of metallic
nanoparticle arrays when the radii of the central particle are (a) r=150 nm, (b) r=180 nm
and (c) r=200 nm respectively. As the diameter and filling factor are increased, the photonic
gap is found to broaden and shift towards longer wavelength. From Figure 3, we show that
the plasmon resonant peaks located at 785 nm and 955 nm vary little with increasing the
radius of the central particle. The peak marked with arrow pointing down in the three panels
depends sensitively on the size of the central particle and the resonant wavelength increases
to 939 nm from 924 nm when the radius of central particle increases to 200 nm from 150 nm.
The energy interval between the peak marked with arrow and the adjacent peak reduces as
the radius of the central particle increases. When the radius of the fifth particle r=180 nm
that is equal to the radii of the rest eight particles, the peak value has its maximum. When
the radius of the center particle increases or decreases, the peak value also reduces. From
Fig. 3, we can know that the resonant state marked with arrow is a state primarily rooted in
the interaction between the fifth particle and the adjacent particles.
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Figure 4: The transmission spetra of the nanopartiles arrays with defets by moving the �fthpartile towards (a) the fourth partile, () the sixth partile by 30 nm. Panel (b) shows thetransmission spetrum of the nanopartiles array without defets.
Fig. 4 shows the transmission spectra of the nanoparticle arrays with defects by moving

the center particle towards (a) the fourth particle, (c) the sixth particle by 30 nm. As a
comparison, we draw the transmission spectrum of the structure without defects in the middle
panel. In this category of planar defect, when we move the center particle towards two
different positions, the transmission spectra have the same pattern. The position and width
of the photonic band gap keep constant. From Fig. 3, we know that the resonant peak that
locates at 934 nm is a state primarily rooted in the interaction between the fifth particle and
the adjacent particles. So, when we move the center particle, because of the asymmetry of
the structure, the resonance peak splits into two modes that locate at 931 nm and 939 nm.
For the resonant peak that locates at 955 nm, the resonance peak broadens and shifts towards
longer wavelength when we introduce the planar defect.

The transmission properties of the nanoparticle arrays with defects by removing a specified
particle, (a) the third particle (b) the fifth particle and (c) the seventh particle are showed
in Fig. 5. While the spectra tell us that an extra resonant peak (marked with arrow pointing
down) appears in the band gap. This resonant mode is categorized as defect mode because
it is generated by introducing a defect. From Fig. 5, with the defect distance increasing, the
defect mode presents a lower peak value and a smaller width. When we remove the seventh
particle, the defect mode disappears in the spectrum because of the much smaller resonance
amplitude. Actually, the larger distance of the defect from the interface reduces their coupling
to the incident beam and leads to a smaller resonance amplitude [26]. We found that the
resonant state that located at the low-energy side of the photonic gap broadens and splits into
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two modes, the split results from the coupling between the surface plasmon mode and the
defect mode.

 Figure 5: The transmission spetra of the nanopartiles arrays with defets by removing nanopartile:(a) the third partile, (b) the �fth partile, () the seventh partile, respetively.
4 Conclusion

In summary, we have theoretically investigated the properties of various planar defects in the
globose metal nanoparticle arrays. Our results show that two kinds of resonant modes, the
plasmon resonant mode and the defect mode, appear in the forbidden photonic band. The
plasmon resonant modes can be controlled by introducing the planar defect. The character-
istic of surface plasmon can be applied to the wavelength selective devices. And due to the
great utility of wavelength tunability and surface plasmon excitation properties, the periodic
structure of metal nanoparticle have some potential applications in nonlinear optics sensors,
optical filters of small volumes. Nanosized ordered or quasiordered ensembles of very closely
spaced metal particles serve as an ideal platform for active device regions in integrated plas-
monic networks.
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